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Construction center b ^Jn s groundbreaking future
Jennifer Hall
M U S IA N O D AILY

The shovel tinally hit the dirt
on Saturday, May 6, signifying the
start of construction at the Cíala
(Iroundbreaknig Cielebration for
the new Cienter for Cionstruction
Excellence building.
The construction inanageinem
facility, part of the Ciollege of
Architecture and Environmental
Design, is being built in place of
the Air Cionditioning building
located on South Perimeter
Road.
The orticial groundbreaking
ceremony, part of a weekend of
activities to celebrate the new’
building, took place at 3 p.m. on
Dexter Lawn.
“This building has been 10
years in the planning,” said Allan

Hauck, the department head for
construction management. “This
is the next-to-last big step on this
journey."
The 58,000-square-foot center
including lecture space, labs, class
rooms and office space will cost
an estimated $21.3 million to
build. Funding for the facility was
raised both publicly and privately
and an alumni campaign to raise
an additional SI million is under
way.
“This is the first time we’ve
combined funds to increase
square footage," Hauck said. “We
almost doubled the square footage
because of private donations.”
A large majority of those pri
vate funds came from the two
founders for the building, Rob
see Construction, page 2
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Top, the future facility will be 58,000 square feet and
will cost an estimated $21.3 million to build.
Bottom, at the groundbreaking for Cal Pbly s new
Center for Construction Excellence, campus personnel
and donors gathered to celebrate the construction
progress including Construction Management
Department Head Allan Hauck, Building Founder
Nick Watry III, President Warren Baker, Building
Founder Robin Rossi.

Students celebrate
Palestine Avv^areness \tfeek
Christina Casci
M U S TA N C D A IIY

The Muslim Student Association is
putting on four free events to promote
Palestinian awareness this week. The
Progressive Student Alliance and Poly
Greens are co-sponsoring the week that
w’as driven by the current issues between
Israel and Palestine in the Middle East.
“There is a lot of ignorance in the
country right now," said Humza
C'.howdhry, an architectural engineering
senior. “The media is very biased and
that’s why we need to raise awareness."
Each d.iy there will be a different part
of the issue being presented. Last night,
there was a cultural n i j ^ to show atten
dees that the Palestinian people have a
culture just like everyone else, Chowdhry

said.
A graduate of Cal Poly, Khaled Hettini,
spoke about Palestinian culture and the
current hardships of being a Palestinian in
the world.
“As a Palestinian, I am an outcast in
every country 1 go to, even the ones with
refugee camps,” Hettini said.
Palestinian food was served while two
musicians pLiyed traditional instruments.
People walked around with shirts that
read “Free Palestine” in Arabic w’ith the
Palestinian flag. Name writing in Arabic
was offered free of charge and volunteers
conducted a fashion show of traditional
Palestinian clothing.
“I think this is a great thing that should
happen more often,” said Daniel Wesonga,
see Palestine, page 2
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Artwork, clothing and food were a part of
Palestine Awareness Week’s Culture Night.

Dr. Drew Pinksy will appear at the Christopher
Cohan Performing Arts Center Tuesday at 7 p.m.
to address two of the biggest concerns on college
campuses; Alcohol and sex.
Pinksy is well-known for his radio talk show,
“Loveline,” on which he answers callers’ questions
about sex, drugs and everything in between.
Pinsky is a board-certified physician and addic
tion specialist. In addition to
hosting “Loveline,” he also
hosts a show on the Discovery
_
.
Health
Channel
called
“Strictly Sex with Dr. Drew.”
After a short introduction,
Pinsky will welcome students
to ask any questions related to
alcohol and sex.
The event is presented by
the StucU-nt H «lth Advisory p ,. prew Pinsky
C.ouncil (SHAC-), a group of
students who collaborate with Health Services to
represent the needs of the student body and ensure
the quality of health care they provide.
The council decided to host a question-andanswer session with Pinsky to reinforce awareness
of the dangers of excessive drinking by Cial Poly
students. The seminar will be one of a number of
events that SHAC will hold on campus this year in
an attempt to get students to consider their drink
ing habits.
Suzy Poorsatter, president of SHAC, said that
students should take advantage of the opportunity
to ask bold questions about the subject.
“Students who don’t care about their conduct
VA'ill be interested in what he has to say,” she said.
“He’s respected by his audience. Maybe they will
respond to hearing something from him instead of
their peers.”
“It’s more motivational when you hear it from
someone you know, someone famous,” added bio
chemistry senior Reza Tavana, who is the treasur
er for SHAC. He said they will be giving out
bracelets that say “Sober Party Animal,” for stu
dents to take as a future reminder of the conse
quences of drunken driving. “This is a good way
to leave a lasting impression.”
In order to host such a prestigious guest, SHAC
enlisted the aid of other student groups to work
together to acquire grant money to develop an
effective program to educate students about exces
sive drinking. The American Medical Student
Association, Persian Students of Cal Poly, the
American Student Dental Association and Sigma
Phi Epsilon all submitted proposals for the grant
money to bring Pinsky to Cal Poly. Student vol
unteers from those groups will be running the
event.
Poorsatter said that SHACi recognizes it will
take something extra to get students’ attention
about alcohol safety. She commented that the
“Under Four” campaign tends to confuse students.
“Abstinence-only education doesn’t work,” she
said. Instead, their goal is to send the message to
see Pinsky, page 2
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The center will include a two-storv,
state-of-the-art materials demonstration
lab sponsored by Simpson Strong-Tie.
continued from page 1
Kossi and
Nicholas Watry, both C'al 1 he 5,(t()0-square-foot space will allow
for training in planning, design, engi
I’oly alumni.
“(C'.al holy) has always bec'ii a great neering and construction as well as pro
school ot architecture,” ILossi said. “ It fessional demonstrations ot building
components to students.
continues to be a great legacy.”
“These facilities will be available to
The celebration included a golf tour
nament, a barbecue, product presenta students for a hands-on experience,”
tions, an ice cream social, a construction hresident Warren Baker said. “ It helps in
management open house, the ground the curriculum projects and improves the
breaking ceremony and gala dinner on quality of education.”
C-onstruction will begin in June and
Saturday with a family day at C'uesta hark
should take one year and 10 months to
on Sunday.
“The main purpose of the ground complete. The center is set to open in
breaking is to honor the donations,” summer 2008.
“This is a good example of how the
Hauck said. “A lot of people at C'al l\)ly
university and construction management
contributed.”

can work together.” Baker said.
The construction management depart
ment has grown .S(» percent in the last
five years, according to the C^ollege of
Architecture and Kiiviroiimental Design
Web site.
“Because C'.alifornia is facing such
urgent housing, facility and infrastructure
needs, there is a great demand for a ‘new'
breed’ of architecture, engineering and
construction professionals to help solve
the state’s problems,” said Barbara
Jackson, a construction management pro
fessor and director of the center. “The
C'alifornia CTmter for C'onstruction
Education helps fill that need.”
For more information about the
C'enter for Construction Excellence visit
http://construction.calpoly.edu.

It just shows that all of the Palestinian
children have dreams but unfortunately,
they can never make it, Chowdhry said.
Thursday is a night focused on civil
rights for a more political view, Kolkailah
said. There will be a presentation called
Controversies of the Floly Land by civil
rights activist Amir Abdel Malik.
“It is giving a view of what has hap
pened the past few years over there,”
Chowdhry said.
This event will take place in the
Business Rotunda,'Room 213 at 7 p.m. on
Thursday night.
The thought behind all this week is to
raise awareness, Kolkailah said.
“What you hear on TV is the suicide
bombings and that Palestinians are crazy
lunatics trying to ruin the Israeli state,” she
said. “We want people to know that the
really are a people that have more to them
than that.”

Cdiowdhry said he hopes attendees will
realize that Palestinians are normal people.
“1 hope that everyone can get an appre
ciation for a different culture,” he said.
“There are a lot of misconceptions and we
want to educate everyone.”
The expected turnout for each event is
75 to 100 people, Kolkailah said.
“We really want people who feel pas
sionately and people who are just curious
and want to get a different perspective,”
she said. “We hope we are giving people
the reality of the situation. We want a
respectful discussion not people coming
out to prove a point. Just be respectful.”
The students are aware of the intensity
of the issue. “ I know
about
the
tensions
betw'een the Palestinians
and the Israelis and I’m
glad they're making light
of it,” Wesonga said.

Construction

Palestine
continued from page I

an electrical engineering senior. “I stepped
out of my condbrt zone and ate all the
food instead of pizza.”
Tonight, Manzar Foroohar, a history
professor who specializes in Latin America
and the Middle East will be speaking. She
will give an eyewitness perspective on the
situation in Palestine, Chowdhry said. This
will take place in the Agricultural
Engineering building, Kooin 123 at 7 p.m.
Wednesday night w'ill be a movie night
featuring the film “Arna’s children” in
Philips Hall at 7 p.m.
“The film exposes the harsh reality of
growing up in Palestine,” said Naiyerah
Kolkailah, a biology senior and religious
studies minor. “It’s about a Jewish lady
who starts a theater and the kids who are
involved with it.”

Pinsky
continued from page I

•

“Party, but party responsibly.”
As a state-mandated council, SHAC! gives health
administrators perspective on decisions made about
health services, promotes the health center and works
to create materials and services for students. In the past
two years, the group has made strides in becoming
more active on campus and in the local community
about addressing health concerns. One of their blood
drives resulted in a record number of donations for the
Tri-Counties Blood Bank. They also provide alcohol
screenings and anxiety screenings as a service for stu
dents to assess if they are at risk for a problem.
Math senior and SHAG vice president Maysa
Naniakian said that the council is a good group of
people who want to reach out and help.
“They want to make a difference and that niean>
taking an extra step,” she said. “It’s not just something
to put on a resume.”
Director of Health and Cxiunseling Services Dr.
Martin Bragg said that, according to a recent survey.
Cal Poly is above average for risky alcohol behavior.
“College students expect to see alcohol use and
they don’t think it’s unusual,” he said. Bragg and the
students ofSHAC hope the presentation with Pinsky
will give them an opportunity to get answers that may
help them discontinue the risky behaviors.
The event is also a chance for the staff of the C'al
Poly Health CY*nter to get a clear picture of students’
concerns that they are too afraid to ask about.
SHAC' member C3hris Messick, an agricultural busi
ness sophomore from Sigma Phi Epsilon, said he’s sure
students will have “interesting” questions for Pinsky.
“ It might be a little awkward,” he said. “But it will
be entertaining.”
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Complete the grid so that every row, column and 3x3 box
contains every digit from 1 to 9 inclusively.
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Celebrate your love of bicycling!

'2 0 ^ P s B i k e . » Æ & W e e k !
During that week Julian’s flocated in the UU and inside
Campus M arket) is making a special e ffo rt to reward
bicyclists fo r their commitment to cycling. Be sure to
stop by with your helmet in hand fo r a FREE 16 oz. c u p
of coffee and Bike Month t-shirt fwhile supplies last).
Join us in fro nt of the Rec Center on Thursday. May 11 th
from 11 a.m. to I p.m. fo r a Cal Poly mini-bike fest and
enter our free drawing.
For more information contact:
University Police Department
Commuter and Access Services

756-6680
www.commuteoptions.calpolv.edu
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V. EASY

[ Glutton, tjps^and

D CSIG N CK
$ 10.00 MAN’S CUT
$ 25.00 WOMAN’S CUT
WALK-INS WELCOME!

HAIRCOLOR SPECIALISTS
★ 805-544-7202 ★
MONDAY - FRIDAY 10:00 TO 7:00
SATURDAY 10:00TO5:00
973 E. FOOTHILL BLVD. SLO
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Favorites

W H O SA ID TH A T?

Drink: Red Bull
Store: Costco, because 1 like the free
samples.
Stuffed animal: My favorite stuffed
animal is the tiger rhai my mom gave
to me for graduation.

It seems to me that people have vast potential. Most people
can do extraordinary things if they have the confidence or take
the risks. Yet most people d o n ’t. T hey sit in front o f the telly
and treat life as if it goes on forever.
— Philip Adams

If You Could ...

Aristotle was famous for know ing everything. H e taught that
the brain exists merely to cool the blood and is not involved in
the process o f thinking. This is true only o f certain persons.
— Will Cuppy

i

— be any animal, which and why?
1would be a sea turtle, because 1 love
the ocean.
— be anyone for a day, who and
why?
Dory from “Finding Nemo,”
because she is funny.

If there are no stupid c]uestions, then w hat kind o f questions
do stupid people ask? D o they get smart just in tim e to ask
questions?
— Scott Adams

Either/Or
— Rain or sunshine?
Sunshine

Wordly
Wise

L atitu d in arian : Having

— T \' or hook?
Book

or expressing broad and
tolerant views.

— Dogs or cats?
Dogs

Name: Emma Palmer • Year: Freshman
Hometown: Gardnerville, Nev • Major: general engineering

Think you can do better than THESE guys?

Jt f

NEED H ELP FINDING
OFF-CAM PUS
HO USIN G?

♦
è'

The Mustang Paily is now accepting applications
for editorial positions for th?2006-07 school year.

C o m e to th e
^‘O F F -C A M P U S H O U S IN G
F A IW ^
•

Submit a cover letter resume proposal and clips
to Pan Watson in building 26 room 226 by Monday, M a y 15

Seeking Free Legal Advice or Services?
Want to know more about how the Court works?
The Superior Court and the Bar Association invite you to..

Com m unity Law Night &
Su perior C ourt Open House
('.ourthousc Annex, 1050 Monterey Street, San Luis Obispo

Thursday, May 11 • 6:00pm - 9:00pm
A ctivities include:
Meet the judges. txHirthoase toupi. a talk about criminal cases, legal resource fair, and
legal clinics led by attorneys on small claims, traific, landlord/tenant, employment
law, bankruptcy law. and divorce/family law. Attorneys will be giving free one on
one “mini-consultations”. Presentations in Spani.sh will be provided for newcomers
to the United States regarding the American legal system.

N o C o ftL

for more information

Valuable information and resources provided to
help in your search for off-campus housing

•Roprosentativas from “THE OFF-CAMPUS
STUDENT HOUSING ASSOCIATION” available to
answer questions and provide leasing
information regarding their individual student
apartment complexes
When:

W adnoB dm y, M A Y

2006

11 A M ta 3 P M
Where:

U n iv e r s it y U n ia n P L A Z A

Current On-Cam pus Residents and Off-cam pus
Students Welcome!

Presented and sponsored by C al Poly’s Housing
and Residential Life Department.
756 1226

M ustang

SAN
D IE G O
— A
Mexican man has pleaded
guilty to playing a hoax on U.S.
authorities by claiming he was
going to smuggle a nuclear
bomb into the country.
Jose
Ernesto
Beltran
Quinonez entered his plea
Friday in U.S. District Court in
San Diego. Fie faces a maxi
mum o f five years in prison and
a $25,000 fine when he’s sen
tenced Aug. 15.
Peltran, 34, cried during the
hour-long hearing and said that
he was- high on methamphetamine when he made up the
story.
The Associated Press
• •
FR ESN O — A 33-year-old
Fresno woman on an apparent
murder mission shot and killed
herself after police chased her
speeding car and surrounded
her outside the home of her
would-be targets, authorities
said.
The woman, whose name
was not immediately released,
led police on a 10-minute car
chase from Auberry to Fresno
on Sunday evening after
authorities tried to pull her
over for speeding, said Matt
Radke o f the California
Highway Patrol.
She apparently used her cell
phone to call and threaten the
two women during the pursuit.
— The Associated Press
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Com m issioner claims shakedown over auto insurance regs
Steve Lawrence
ASSOCIAIEI) HkESS

SACRAMENTO
—
State
Insurance
C'ommissioner John
Garamendi accused a group of insur
ance companies Monday of trying to
blackmail him by threatening to run
a $2 million ad campaign against his
pending auto insurance regulations in
the midst of his campaign for lieu
tenant governor.
Garamendi said a woman who
represented either the insurance
industry or an insurance company
contacted him through an intermedi
ary and offered to drop the ads if
Garamendi abandoned the regula
tions, which would limit use of ZIP
codes in setting auto insurance pric
ing.
“There was a threat made to me to
back off or else,” he said in an inter
view. “A $2 million negative cam
paign would be released against me.
That is blackmail. That is extortion,
and may be very well an attempt to
bribe me.”
He said he rejected the offer and
planned to file a formal request
Tuesday asking the FBI, the U.S.
attorney’s office and the state attorney
general to investigate his allegations.
A group called Californians to
Stop
Unfair
Rate
Increases
announced Monday that five insur
ance companies — Farmers, 21st
Century, State Farm, Safeco and
Allstate — were putting up funding
for the ad campaign.
But a spokesman for the industryfunded group, Rick Claussen, denied
that there had been any attempt to

blackmail Garamendi.
“ It’s
unfortunate
that
Commissioner Garamendi is distract
ing from the real issues of this effort
— which is to educate Californians
about impending, unfair auto insur
ance rate increases — by making
baseless and inflammatory accusations
that are completely untrue,” Claussen
said in a statement.
Claussen’s group released the text
of a planned mailer and script from a
television
advertisement.
Spokeswoman Kathy Fairbanks said
they highlight the issue while avoid
ing politics or personal attacks on
Garamendi.
However, the mailer mentions
Garamendi by name several times and
the television ad asks viewers to “tell
Insurance
Commissioner John
Garamendi to drop this unfair plan
now.”
The television ads will begin run
ning next week in 17 largely rural
counties, Fairbanks said. The fliers
will go out shortly after that.
Opponents contend the regitlations will mean higher auto insurance
rates for drivers in rural and suburban
areas with relatively few accidents and
auto thefts and rate cuts for drivers in
major urban areas.
Garamendi disputes that argu
ment. He said the proposed rules will
carry out voters’ intent when they
approved Proposition 103, a 1988
measure that slashed auto insurance
rates and mandated changes in how
rates are calculated.
“It brings fairness to the pricing of
auto insurance by reducing the
impact of ZIP codes and increasing

the impact of the good or bad dri
ver,” he said. “It’s not good news for
reckless drivers.”
The proposed regulations would
allow auto insurers to use ZIP codes
in setting their rates, “but they cannot
be more important than the three
mandatory factors: driving experi
ence, miles driving and driving
record,” Garamendi added.
He said the insurers oppose the
regulations because “they are unwill
ing to change and adapt to the laws.
They have for decades used ZIP
codes as predominant in pricing auto
insurance ... and they don’t want to
change their marketing practices and
their computer systems.”
Garamendi said the offer to drop
the ad campaign came through Darry
Sragow, a Los Angeles attorney and
former political consultant who ran
Garamendi’s unsuccessful campaign
for governor in 1994 and advised him
on his campaign for commissioner in
2(K)2.
Sragow said he was contacted by
“someone who works for one of the
large insurance companies” in midApril. He was asked to tell
Garamendi that a coalition would put
together the ad campaign unless he
put off consideration of the regula
tions until his successor takes office
next year.
Garamendi is running in the June
6 primary election against state Sens.
Liz Figueroa, D-Sunol, and Jackie
Speier, D-Hillsborough, for the
Democratic nomination for lieu
tenant governor.
Sragow wouldn’t say who contact
ed him other than to say it was

“somebody 1 have known profession
ally.”
He said Garamendi told him “hell
no, no way, it’s a nonstarter,” and he
passed on that response to the per
son who contacted him.
In a statement posted to the
Department of Insurance Web site,
Garamendi said State Farm’s region
al vice president, Greg Jones, told
Garamendi’s chief deputy that he
was aware of Sragow’s call on April
25, the day after it was made.
A State Farm spokeswoman said
the company and Jones were refer
ring calls to Fairbanks, who denied
there had been an attempt to black
mail the commissioner.
Garamendi said he waited until
Monday to make his blackmail
claim because he didn’t know until
last Friday that a campaign group
had been set up pay for the ads.
Tom Dresslar, a spokesman for the
state attorney general’s office, said
once Garamendi files his complaint
“we will undertake a serious, thor
ough review to determine whether
any laws have been violated.”
Cathy Viray, an FBI spokeswoman
in Los Angeles, said she hadn’t seen
Garamendi’s complaint and couldn’t
comment.
The Department of Insurance is
accepting public comments on the
proposed regulations until May 17.
It will submit the regulations next
month
to
the
Office
of
Administrative Law, which will rule
on whether they carry out the
intent of the law.
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You have questions, he has answers.
by

Dr. Drew Pinsky
Host of MTV's Loveline

May 9th, 2006 7pm
The Cal Poly
Performing Arts Center
Presented by the
Student Health Advisory Council

Funding for this program was provided by a
grant from the
California Office of Traffic
and Safety, through the Business,
Transportation and Housing Agency.
Co-Sponsored by;
The American Medical Student Association
The American Student Dental Association
The Persian Students of Cal Poly
Cal Poly Student Affairs
Sigma Phi Epsilon
For more information contact the
Dean of Students Office at 805-756-0327
This program may contain explicit material

TUESDA YMA Y 9™
STARTS A T 9:00 PM

FREE
PINT
GLASS
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Toby Keith vocalizes thoughts on white trash

COURTESY P H tn O

Kendra Deutsche
MUSTANC; DAILY

Toby Keith’s newest album is yet
another success for the provocative
and sarcastic country artist.
The album, “White Trash With
Money,” is currently No. 12 on
the national Billboard Top 200 list,
and has spent the last three weeks
high in the charts since its release
April 11 peaking at the No. 2
position.
Fans o f the hit country artist
will be pleased to see that Keith
continues to effectively tell it like

it is in this album.
The theme of the disc, white
trash, is apparent throughout the
entire album — even to the cover
and disc itself. The essence of
white trash comes with the pink
flamingo that greets you on the
face of the disc.
Additionally, the lyrics are scrib
bled within the cover, and many
are even crossed out and re-writ
ten — another white trash indica
tion. Pictures of a trailer and a shot
of tequila keep the theme going,
giving an excellent presentation.
The album opener, “Get Drunk

and Be Somebody,” is the first hit
single of the disc, which has
inevitably been a large reason for
the album’s success. With lyrics like,
“Yeah the big boss man, he likes to
crack that whip/ 1 ain’t nothin’ but
a number on his time card slip/ 1
give him 40 hours and a piece o’
my soul/ Puts me somewhere at
the bottom of his totem pole,” fans
will be pleased to once again see
his crude sense of humor.
The upbeat song, with extremely
catchy lyrics, is something nearly
everyone will enjoy as it mocks the
monotony of everyday life.
The next song, “A Little Too
Late,” switches gears to a laid-back
tune that talks about letting go of
a stale relationship. After a false
ending, Keith uses instrumentals to
continue the calm atmosphere of
the song.
In “Can’t Buy You Money,”
Keith humorously talks about a
white-trash lifestyle with lyrics
such as: “Cause we’re goin’ out,
yeah/ And it’s a drive thru win
dow and pick out a combo super
size/ Yeah then swing on down to
the Wal-Mart and let the kids pick
out a prize.” The percussion back
ground o f this song brings in very
interesting rhythms and a good
sound in general.
In “Note to Self,” he again
brings his crude sense o f humor to
the album. The song, which has
rather broken and abrupt lyrics,
seems as though he is really leaving

STORAGE

himself little notes as reminders of
how not to mess things up.
Keith incorporates many of the
tough issues that face our world
today into his song “Ain’t No
Right Way,” which includes lyrics
about a girl who has to drop out
of school due to pregnancy.
He also brings in politics and
religion to this song, reminiscent
of past songs such as “Courtesy of
the Red, White and Blue,” when
he says “ If God blessed America/
Then how could someone vote/
To take prayer from our class
rooms/ Right when we need
prayer the most.” He effectively
expresses his opinions without
throwing his beliefs at his listeners.
The last three songs o f the
album are more of Keith’s famous

bus songs, though this time, they
are studio recordings instead of the
past live versions. Either way, he
brings songs that were originally
intended for himself and his band
mates to his fans. One such song,
“Brand New Bow,” even uses a
kazoo, something rarely heard out
side of elementary school birthday
parties, to successfully keep the
theme of the album going.
“White Trash With Money” is
arguably one o f Keith’s best
albums, as it uses all his high
points of the past while bringing
in new, humorous themes. Fans are
sure to enjoy his latest release.
RATING:

Buy it or d ow n load it,
eith er w ay it's
a m u st-h ave.

S hou ld b eco m e a
n ew fa vorite.

W orth a trip to th a
m usic sto re.

Go d ow n load
a cou p la so n g s.

o

D on't w a ste th e
sp a ce on you r iPod.

illbored
Pick up Monday’s paper for the
T O P 10 T H IN G S T O D O N E X T W EE K

$10 G ets You In!
(Month of May only)

JB u x tu y ^ a r / n y ^ ra c fu a é io n
SPECIAL GRADUATION RATES

$10 In Cash- Student ID with ad will
secure you a spot for Ju n e 1st, 2006.
R e n t V'**®“ '
ao

E x p e r ie n c e

® A v a ila b le

I r t th a t tim e o f year ip ln ,g » rtu irtn n tiiB e . If your pMenttWB
looking ft>r a ^ le d a l place IDatay OB chto ^xieial oocmIoii,
■naeacchenen
Call now ID book your teaervadon at d ie netvett
lincurloua h o tel o n H ie Central C oaat
• Luxury realdencai n n g ln g In aiae from 9 8 5 to over 2 0 0 0 iq . ft.
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‘An American Haunting’
hit the big screen last weekend,
but fails to frighten despite it’s
cast of ghouls
Ryan Chartrand
M U SIANC DAILY

Believe it or not, other films actu
ally do come out on the same day
that “Mission: Impossible” films
make their debut. I’ve regretted
twice now missing out on other
films that have been overlapped by
Tom Cruise’s shining glory.
O f course, the first time 1 decide
to skip a “Mission: Impossible” flick
happens to be the same weekend
one of the worst films of the year
comes out — “An American
Haunting.”
Have you ever seen a thriller with
wolves, witches, creepy kids, ghosts,
bad acting or exorcists? Boy, I don’t
think I’ve ever seen a film with any
of those. In fact, a film consisting of
all of them would be highly original
and constantly unpredictable.
What some call “America’s great
est ghost story” has already been
done countless times and without
anything all that unique and enter
taining. “An American Haunting” is
as unnecessary as Paula Abdul on
“American Idol.”
The so-called script written by
the same guy who did “Dungeons
and Dragons” (another recordbreaking terrible film) is so repetitive
and rushed that it makes you won
der if someone spilled coffee on all
the important pages.
Unfortunately, the writer just
added another film to his stack of
poindess films. If anything, a story

COURTESY PHOTO

‘An American Haunting,’ starring Donald Sutherland (above) and Sissy Spacek, is based on true events that
took place in Tennessee during the 1800s.
about a 17th century Tennessee fam- to pull her covers off. Within a few
ily and their acquaintance with an
seconds the girl is hovering above
evil Casper should have some fright- her bed, hanging by her hair and
ening moments.
I’ll admit, there
are a few jumps,
but overall there’s
more laughter
than terror.
Imagine for a
moment a young
girl sleeping
peacefully in her
bed. Suddenly,
someone begins

‘An American Haunting’ is
as unnecesary as Paula Abdul
on ‘American Idol ’

LOW TO NO COST
BIRTH C O N TR O L
STI screening and treatment
Pap and cancer screening
Minor urgent care
Free birth control pills
Free Condoms
Emergency Contraception

HealthWorks
Affordable. Confidential. Caring.

"Walk Ins Welcome"
San Luis Obispo at University Square

w w w .healthw orkscc.com

p h o n e : 542*0900

Chair Nominations
Nominations for the 06-07 Chair of the University Union Advisory
Board (UUAB) will be accepted at the UUAB meetings on May 9 and
23 in UU 2 16 at 3 p.m.

Elections will be held at the May 23 meeting

if* -j*
...

being slapped silly by a ghost. Her
parents walk in and do nothing but
stare at her. At this point, the audi
ence can’t tell
'
if it’s the latest
“Scary
Movie” or just
flat-out
wrong. Either
way, I suppose
there is some
entertainment
value in “An
American
Haunting,”

Membership on the University Union
Advisory Board provides a “front row
seat" for experiencing issues
involved with the University Union.
Recreation Center and Sports
Complex operations. The UUAB is
the official advisory board to the
University President and ASI
Executive Director regarding UU fee
funded facilities, programs and
services.
The Chair of the UUAB also serves as
an officer of Associated Students. Inc.
www.asi.calpoly.edu/govemment/

For more ir^rmation call the Student
Government office at 756-1291

but someone should be ashamed
that it involves beating little girls.
Donald Sutherland, who has been
in almost everything ever recorded
on film since “M*A*S*H,” is sur
prisingly the star of the film, playing
the father of the misfortunate family.
It’s always nice to see someone with
talent holding a poorly-made film
together. On the other hand, starring
Sissy Spacek (“The King Two”) and
her blatant plastic surgery in a 17th
century role looks ridiculously out
of place. Everyone else on the cast
either has a modern haircut or a lack
of talent. Unbalanced, unrealistic and
unbearable. Is there any better for
mula for flawless acting?
To top it all off. “An American
Haunting” comes fiilly equipped
with a twist ending that is explained
through a minute-long hallucination.
That’s right, the entire film builds up
to be explained by a meaningless
sequence of poorly-edited film that
“An American Haunting” refers to as
“a twist.” I preferred the twist when
I got up and asked for my money
back; apparendy not all twists give
refunds.
Finally, it should be noted that
everything that you have read here
could actually be a terrifying expe
rience for anyone who thinks “Red
Eye” is a scary movie. Heed this
warning if you just thought of your
girlfriend.
“An American Haunting” is a
waste of time and proof that if a
“Mission: Impossible” sequel just
came out, there’s truly nothing else
worth seeing. Someone warm up
the 2006 “bench de crap,” because
“The Benchwarmen” finally has
some company.

M
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Pat Milton
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ATLANTA — Testing for
the AIDS virus could become
part of routine physical exams
for adults and teens if doctors
follow new U.S. guidelines
expected to be issued by this
summer.
Federal health officials say
they’d like HIV testing to be as
common os a cholesterol check.
The guidelines for routine
testing would apply to every
American ages 13 to 64, accord
ing to the proposed plan by the
U.S. Centers for Disease control
and I’revention.
One-quarter of the 1 nnllion
Americans with the AIDS virus
don't know they are infected,
and that group is most responsi
ble for HIV’s spread, (d)C' offi
cials said.
'¡’he Associated Ihess

NLW YOKK — Stunt artist
David Blaine was pulled from an
aquarium by divers Monday nearly
two minutes short of his goal of set
ting a world record for holding his
breath undeiAV'ater.
Blaine was trying to free himself
from chains and handcuffs while bid
ding to break the record of S min
utes, ,S8 seconds for holding one’s
breath underwater.The stunt, follow
ing a weeklong endurance challenge
underwater, was televised live by
ABC.
With Blaine’s face contorted in
pain and bubbles rising to the sur
face, divers went in to release him
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ALEXANDRIA, Va. —
Convicted Sept. 11 conspirator
Zacarias Moussaoui said he lied
on the witness stand about
being involved in the plot and
wants to withdraw his guilty
plea because he now believes he
can get a fair trial from an
American jury.
U.S. District Judge Leonie
Hrinkema denied Moussaoui’s
request Monday afternoon, say
ing the motion was “too late.”
'¡'he Associated Press

from the chains and pull him out.
Blaine held his breath for 7:08.
After being given oxygen, Blaine
addressed the large crowd that had
gathered around the 8-foot snow
globe-like tank on the plaza of
Lincoln (T*nter for the Berforming
Arts.
“1 am humbled so much by the
support of everyone from New York
City and from all over the world,”
Blaine said. “This was a very difficult
week, but you all made it tly by with
your strong support and your energy.
Thank you so much, everybody, .t. I
love you all.”
After a 100-minute television pre
amble that showed his training tech
niques — including holding his
breath in a tank of sharks — Blaine

h.ul sucked in his last breath btdore
going under. Kirk Krack, his trainer
and a diving expert, offered encour
agement as Blaine remained nearly
still for the first five minutes of his
dive.
Then, methodically, he removed
two of his handcuffs and was trying
to remove chains that held him
before the divers came in to save
him.
ABC" was hoping that curiosity
over his stunt would attract viewers
during a ratings sweeps month.
Dr. Murat Cnmel, who heads
Blaine’s medical team and is an asso
ciate professor of neurosurgery at
Yale University School of Medicine,
said before the attempt: “He is push
ing his body insanely to the limits.”

Cunel and other medical experts
had been monitoring Blaine’s condi
tion 24 hours a day from an adjacent
tent filled with medical equipment
and machines.
(iutiel said the challenge had
taken a toll on the magician’s body,
including liver damage, the sensation
of pins and needles in his feet and
hands, some loss of sensation else
where, and rashes all over his body,
which glistened pale white in the
tank.
C")!! Sunday, Blaine, 33, wearing a
diver’s helmet with a two-way com
munication
system, told
AB
Television News he would “give it
my best shot” to complete the feat
despite peeling skin, sharp pains in
his joints and a severe ear.iche.

Rice says Iran letter is not an opening to solve nuclear crisis
Anne Ciearan
ASSeX lAI I I) I'kESS

• • •
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Stuntman fails in bid to hold breath nearly 9 minutes

National
briefs

—
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NEWYORK — Secretary of State
C^ondoleezza Rice dismissed a sur
prise letter that Iran’s president sent to
Bresident Bush on Monday, saying it
did not seriously address the standoff
over Tehran’s disputed nuclear pro
gram.
In an interview with The
Associated Bress, the top U.S. diplo
mat said the letter from Iranian
Bresident Mahmoud Ahmadinejad
was 17 or 18 pages long and covered
history, philosophy and religion. It was
not a diplomatic opening, she said.
“This letter isn’t it.This letter is not

friends meetandbusiness gets done

the place that one would find an
opening to engage on the nuclear
issue or anything of the sort,” Rice
said. “It isn’t addressing the issues that
we’re dealing with in a concrete way.”
Rice’s comments were the most
detailed response fixiin the United
States to the letter, the first from an
Iranian head of state to an American
president in 27 years. She would not
discuss the contents in detail but
made clear that the United States
would not change its tack on Iran.
“There’s nothing in here that
would suggest that we’re on any dif
ferent course than we were before we
got the letter,” Rice said.
She spoke hours before she was to
confer on Iran with other permanent
members of the United Nations
Security C'ouncil.
The United States pushed for the
Security CxHincil review that is now
under way, but the body is divided
over how h.ird to press Iran and
whether tii impose sanctions or other
punishment if Lehraii will not dmp
sensitive nuclear activities.
The United States and Eumpean
allies accuse Iran of secretly pursuing

nuclear technology to build a
weapon. Iran maintains it is interested
only in nuclear power for electricity.
Iran’s accusers have been unable to
persuade Russia and China, tradi
tional allies and commercial partners
of oil-exporter Iran, that tough eco
nomic penalties would be effective.
Russia and China hold veto power in
the Security Council.
Rice said the Ahmadinejad letter
might be an attempt to change the
subject or “throw the international
coinniunity ofr course” as the
Security Council considers action.
She said the United States would
continue to push for a tough Security
C'ouncil response, although she did
not specifr what that might be.
Meanwhile, the United States is lin
ing up a backup plan with willing
nations to impose their own sanc
tions or penalties if the Security
C'ouncil fails to act.
“We have to bring some pressure
on the Iranians to understand that
there will be a cost for their contin
ued defiance of the international sys
tem,” Rice said.
She said Vice Bresident Dick

C'heney’s rebuke of Russia last week
over its energy policies and retrench
ment on democracy do not compli
cate her diplomatic efr'orts with
Moscow over Iran. Moscow has
reacted negatively.
“The Russians fmin time to time
say things about our policies that we
don’t particularly like either, and we
manage to work on issues that are of
common interest,” Rice said.
In a wide-ranging interview. Rice
also said Iraq’s new political leaders
recognize they must move swiftly on
looming problems including sectari
an violence in the streets and divi
sions and corruption within the key
Interior ministry that oversees police
and security.
She offered no timetable for U.S.
military withdrawals from Iraq or for
an end to the anti-U.S. insurgency.
Elsewhere in the Middle East, she
said she sees no sign that the Hamas
leadership in the Balestiiiian territo
ries is bowing to international pres
sure to renounce violence or accept
Israel. She said the United States will
soon propose new medical relief for
the impoverished Balestiiiian people.
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International In turnaround, Iran president writes Bush
proposing “new solutions”; W hite House dismissive
briels
BAGHDAD,
Iraq
—
Violence killed at least 34 peo
ple including a U.S. soldier as
efforts to finish choosing the
new Cabinet bogged down
Monday in a web of conflicting
interests. The deadliest attack
Monday occurred when a car
bomb exploded near an Iraqi
court in central Baghdad, killing
five Iraqi civilians and wound
ing 10, police Lt. Col. Falah alMohammedawi said.
—

llie Associated Press

• • •
BE A C O N S F I E L D ,
Australia — Two Australian
miners who survived for two
weeks in a kennel-size cage
trapped 3,0()0 feet underground
walked unaided out of the
Beaconsfield Gold Mine early
Tuesday, freed by rescue crews
drilling round-the-clock by
hand. Braat Webb, 37, and Todd
Russell, 34, punched the air in
jubilation as they emerged, their
head torches glowing in the
pre-dawn light. Hundreds of
local residents gathered at the
mine gates erupted in cheers.
— Ihe Assodated Press
• ■•

SAN JUAN, PiMTto Rico
A key Puerto Rican bond was
downgraded to one notch above
junk status on Monday in
response to a government-crip
pling budget impasse, likely
forcing the U.S. territory to pay
higher interest rates.
Moody’s Investors Service’s
rating cut of Puerto Rico’s gen
eral obligation bond to “Baa3,”
the agency’s lowest investment
grade above junk status, affects
about $25 billion of govern
ment debt, John Cline, a vice
president at Moody’s, said in a
statement.
The bad news came as the
island’s government was in the
eighth day of a partial shutdown
after running out of most oper
ating funds. Puerto Rico is
operating off the 2(K)4 budget
after the governor and the legis
lature failed to agree on spend
ing plans for 2(K)5 and 2(X)6.
— The Associated Press
• • •
L O N D O N — A former
British army colonel said
Monday that the fatal crash of a
British miliury helicopter in Iraq
was a “double tragedy’’ because it
highlighted the military’s lack of
resources in fighting the insur
gency.
Col. Tim Collins, speaking at
the Oxford Union, said British
troops in Iraq were in danger, and
that the British government
faced the “clear choice’’ of either
giving them adequate body
armor and other resources or
withdrawing them fk>m Iraq.
The
helicopter
crashed
Saturday in the southern city of
Basra on Saturday, killing the fivemember British crew. Apparently
downed by a missile or rocket, it
hit a two-story house. A crowd of
Iraqis cheered and threw stones at
British forces who raced to the
scene to seal off the area.
— The Associated Press

Nasser K arim i
ASSCX:iATEl) PRESS

TEHRAN, Iran — Iran’s president
wrote to President Bush on Monday
proposing what the nation’s top
nuclear negotiator called a new
“diplomatic opening’’ between the
two countries. The United States was
dismissive, saying the letter did not
offer any new proposal.
The letter, which was not made
public, appeared timed to blunt the
U.S. drive for a U.N. Security Council
vote this week to restrain the Islamic
regime’s nuclear ambitions. It was a
striking change after the fiery
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad’s campaign
to vilify Washington and its allies as
bullies.
Iran contends it has the right to
process uranium as fuel in nuclear
reactors to generate electricity. The
United States, Britain and France are
concerned the program is a cover for
making nuclear weapons.
The letter was the first from an
Iranian head of state to an American
president in 27 years and could signal
a demand that Ahmadinejad be treat
ed as an equal negotiating partner in
any bid to untangle the international
dispute.
Iran has long sought what it terms
relations on an equal footing with the
West.
In an interview with The
Associated Press, Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice said the letter was
17 or 18 pages long and covered his
tory, philosophy and religion. It was
not a diplomatic opening, she said.
“This letter isn’t it.This letter is not
the place that one would find an
opening to engage on the nuclear
issue or anything of the sort,” Rice
said. “It isn’t addressing the issues that
we’re dealing with in a concrete way.
... It is most assuredly not a proposal.”
White House press secretary Scott
McClellan said Bush had been briefed
on the letter, which the White House
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Iran’s President Mahmoud Ahamdinejad adjusts a paper during a Jan.
14, 2006 news conference in Tehran, Iran. The Iranian president wrote
to President Bush proposing “new solutions” to turn around Tehran’s
plummeting relationship with the United States and other Western
powers.
received Monday through the Swiss
embassy in Tehran. He would not
comment on whether it was actually
signed by the Iranian president.
“It does not appear to do anything
to address the nuclear concerns” of
the
international
community,
McClellan told reporters traveling on
Air Force One with Bush to Florida.
Earlier, John Bolton, the U.S.
amba-ssador to the U.N., said he was
skeptical the letter would change the
administration’s mind.
“I don’t know what offer they
would want to make, but it wouldn’t
be surprising. It would fit the para
digm of their activity before and then
once the squeeze lets up a little bit,
back they go to enrichment, back
they go to perfecting their conversion
technology, back they go to the pur
suit of nuclear weapons,” Bolton said.
The
Iranian
government
spokesman who disclosed the com
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munication did not mention the
nuclear standoff and said the missive
spoke to the larger U.S.-Iranian con
flict, which dates to the 1979
hostage crisis.
The linchpin to any better under
standing between Washington and
Tehran, however, would be move
ment toward a solution of the
nuclear issue.
According
to
government
spokesman Gholam-Hossein Elham,
the letter proposed “new solutions
for getting out of international
problems and the current fragile sit
uation of the world.”
Elham declined to reveal more,
stressing “it is not an open letter.” And
when he was asked if the letter could
lead to direct U.S.-Iranian negotia
tions, he replied: “For the time being,
it’s just a letter.”
In Turkey, All Larijani, Iran’s top
nuclear negotiator, said the Iranians

were looking for a positive response
but would be patient.
“Perhaps it could lead to a new
diplomatic opening. It needs to be
given some time,” Larijani said in a
television interview. He cautioned
that the “tone of the letter is not
something like softening.”
The United States has publicly
sought renewed contact with Iran
through its ambassador in Iraq,
Zalmay Khalilzad, who has been
authorized to speak to Iranian offi
cials about security in Iraq.
U.S. officials say the talks await
selection of a new Iraqi government
and were to be limited to Iraqi secu
rity issues. Such meetings would
provide an opportunity to broaden
discussions about the U.S.-Iranian
relationship.
Before the Ahmadinejad letter
was announced. Bush said he was
paying close attention to threats
made against Israel by Ahmadinejad,
who has questioned Israel’s right to
exist and said the country should be
wiped off the map.
“I think that it’s very important
for us to take his words very serious
ly,” Bush told the German newspa
per Bild on Friday, according to a
transcript released Sunday. “When
people speak, it is important that we
listen carefully to what they say and
take them seriously.”
Foreign Minister Manouchehr
Mottaki delivered the letter to the
Swiss ambassador Monday, ministry
spokesman Hamid Reza Asefi told the
AP. The Swiss Embassy acts as a U.S.
interest section in the Iranian capital.
The letter appeared as the lead item
on several Iranian television and radio
news shows throughout the day. The
official IRNA announced the letter
and carried international reaction to
it. Iran’s only evening daily, the stateowned Ettalaat, carried a large story
on its front page under the headline:
“Important letter from Ahmadinejad
to the American president.”
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COMMENTARY

God hates

ASI decdons arc over, but
there’s sdll one more vote

r so the Bible says ... at least, according to the
Westboro Baptist Church (WBC) of Topeka, Kan.
During a long drive to L.A. this weekend, I thought
of something that Louis Brandéis once said: “Sunlight is the best
disinfectant.” What Brandéis meant was that if you want to
expose something for what it is — if you want society to “see”
— shed light on it. So today, I dedicate this column to the WBC,
in hope that I will shed some light on the people that give
('hristianity a bad name.
1 learned of the WBC last quarter while conducting online
research for a sociology class. I’m not sure what I typed into the
Google browser, but when I stumbled upon the W BC’s Web site
at www.godhatesfags.com, curiosity took hold. I called my room
mates m to have a look, as I perused the various tool bars and
menu selections (there’s one dedicated to Canada since apparent
ly
He
hates
them as
well),
w h1c h
make for
J a e k jw M m
hours of
fun and
enter
t a i nm e n t .
T h e y
e v e n
have tra
ditional,
fa m i 1y FKOMTHC
oriented
Uberai Perspeetive
gam es

ith the ASI elections finished and over, it seems that the
frenzy surrounding our campus will return to normal.
Sadly, I think 1 will actually miss the forests of stake signs
spammed over every lawn and road. While only 22.5 percent of students took
the time to
vote, the
run up to
the
ASI
e le c tio n s
gave many
students a
reason to
learn more
a b o u t
From the
issues sur
Conservative
ro u n d in g
Perspective
campus
l i f e .
Instead of
talking
a b o u t
wMb Brian Btar
school
work and
parties, people talked about candidates and issues like sustainability
(personal eye roll), fee increase^ and transportation. Now that the ASI
elections are over, it’s easy to return to our everyday lives, but there is
still more that needs to be done, especially m our local community.
In less than a month, on June 6, San Luis Obispo C'ounty will have
an election for tax-collector, superintendent and treasurer, along with
a variety of other positions and propositions. O f these positions, the
position of treasurer has one of the strongest affects on our commu
nity. Running against the current treasurer, a life-long bureaucrat who
has been there for 29 years, is fiscal conservative Matt Kokkonen. By
fiscal conservative. I mean a person who wants to balance the budget,
not by increasing fees or taxes, but by forcing government to live
within I t s means by stopmg or cutting fees and taxes that hurt overall
growth.
As many of you know, to raise revenue in San Luis Obispo voters
usually have to approve a tax increase. However, the city, like many
places, has resorted to imposing certain fees that do not need voter
approval to raise revenue. Many of these fee increa.ses directly affect
the amount we pay for housing, and all ultimately affect the money
that comes out of your pocket book.
As an example, around six months ago. the city imposed mandato
ry fire inspections (before you could have just asked for an inspection)
for all residential areas. The result was a significant fee for everyone
(although it’s worse for students) living in San Luis Obispo. In
Mustang Village (where 1 live), this fee would have been extremely
expensive and as a result the city agreed to cap the fee at $3n.(MKl per
year. O f course, Mustang Village then passes these fees off'to students,
who in turn pay them, ail the while grumbling and cursing but also
wondering why it costs so much to live m such a decrepit place (at
least, I wonder this every time the bill comes).
To those o f you who live in Mustang Village and anyone else suf
fering ftxjm increased rent prices, hidden fee increases like the fire fee
are a big part of the reason. While many in the city could care less
about the woes of students, Mr. Kokkonen was one of those who
opposed this increase and actually tried to reason with the city.
While this is a direct example of one fee increase there are many
others. Obviously, the city must balance its budget, but it doesn’t need
to impose one fee after another to do so. Instead, city governments
and other levels of government
can reduce spending. When
financial times become difficult,
cities should tighten their belts
and begin to live within their
means. Although a fire fee does
n’t seem like a big deal, it’s only
one part of a larger problem.
T h f M usung Daily <iUt? takes pride in
Each new fee, be it a fire inspec
publishing a daily newspaper lor the Cal
tion fee, a cockroach inspection
Poly campus and the neighboring
fee, a lighting inspection fee or
community. We
appreciate
your
any fee, drives up the cost of liv
readership and are thankful for your care
ful reading. Plea.se send your correction
ing for students. When June 6
suggestions
to editorfoinnistangdaily.net.
comes around, students should
endorse fiscal conservatism and
• An opinion column published
vote for Mr. Kokkonen.
Tuesday, May 2, incorrectly stated that
conservative columnist Brian Eller is a
mechanical engineering sophomore.
Brian Eller is a materials engi
Eller is a materials engineering soph»>neering sophomore and a Mustang
moie.
Daily columnist.

O

The Soapbox Diaries

printcil by Univemty Graphics Systems
"There’s way too much estrogen in this
room. ”

Jack Ingram is a politieal science senior and a Mustang Daily colum
nist.

CORRECTIONS
The Mustang Daily staff takes
pride in publishing a daily newspa
per for the C'al Poly campus and
the neighboring community. We
appreciate your readership and are
thankful for your careflil reading.
Please send your correction sugges
tions to mustangdiiily^^gmail.com

NOTICE
The Mustang 1)aily is a “desig
nated public forum.” Student edi
tors have full authority to make all
ciiiitent decisions without censor
ship or advance approval.
May 9, 2006
Volume LXIX, No. 130
02006 Mustang Daily
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the sodomite.”
Needless to say, I thought the Web site was a joke at first. But
after a more thorough search of the site, it became quite clear that
what I perceived to be a morbid joke of some Web designer with
too much time on his/her hands is actually the official doctrine
of an actual church. I immediately bookmarked the site, knowing
that I’d like to find out more about the WBC. and the warped
doctrine of C'hristianity being spilled from its pulpit. But before
I had a chance to return to the site to gather more information
to fuel my expose, those bastards at Fox "News” beat me to it.
1 admit, 1 secretly love Fox — I love to hate it, that is. So
whenever I have the opportunity, I inform myself as to how the
other half gets its “news.” Sadly, when I listened to Shirley Phelps
Roper of the WBC explain why “God hates fags” and why we
should all “thank God for AIDS, for Sept. 11 and for dead sol
diers,” Fox seemed to be the least of my worries. .Ms. Roper
explained to Fox’s “ Flanmty & Colmes,” exactly why God is pun
ishing America by sending our troops home dead. Allegedly, the
U.S. military’s “don’t ask, don’t tell” policy is “enabling faggots,”
which is, according to the WBC”s Web site, worse than actually
being a “fag.”
If you are curious as I was about the WBC, 1 invite you to
check out their Web site. There you will find out why the WBC
has taken its stance against the not only “fags,” but the U.S. mili
tary, Sweden, Catholics, Jews and, of course, Canada (as if we
need someone to tell us why we should hate Canada.)
Now, I’m no Baptist preacher, just a “fag” who, as a confirmed
C'atholic, was forced to read the Bible numerous times, until I
decided Catholicism wasn’t for me. So while I’m not a theolo
gian by any means, 1 do happen to have a rudimentary under
standing of not only the Bible, but of that pesky little thing called
history.
As you may or may not be aware, most Bibles printed today are
dubbed the King Janies Version, since it was King James VI of
Scotland who ordered a committee of biblical scholars and priests
to translate the Bible into vernacular. But it is King James who is
given all the credit, since he approved of the final translation.
Now, whenever 1 read a book, I like to find out a little more
about the author, so that I can be aware of not only my own
“subject position,” but also about any bias the author may bring.
I start by asking myself, “Who is the author?”
Clearly, the WBC'. never asked this question about who
authored the King James Bible. Perhaps if they had, they would
understand why his courtesans often called King James, “Queen
James”: Because he was a “fag.”

By e-mail:
imistangdailv(o)gniail.coiii
By mail:
Letters to the Editor
Building 26. Room 226
Cal Poly, SLO, C:A 93407

tnusUm^daiiy(^mil.com

www.mustangdaily.net \

WRITE A LETTER
■Mustang Daily reserves the right
to edit letters Lor grammar, profani
ties and length. Letters, commen
taries and cartoons do not represent
the views of the Mustang Daily.
Please limit length to 250 words.
Letters should include the writers
full name, phone number, major
and class standing. Letters must
come from a C'al Poly e-mail
account. Do not send letters as an
att.ichment. Please send the text in
the body of the e-mail.
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ConkTencc first team, the C'al Poly
and Big West record liolder in high
jump with a jump of h-4 and Big
West and Gal Poly female Athlete of
the Year. She also qualified for
Olympic trials.
“Sharons athletic ability exceeds
most athletes in a way that comes
natural to her,” McQuitty said in an
e-mail.“She strives in everything she
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Crossword

ACROSS
1 Transfer, as a
houseplant
6 Believers: Suffix
10 Warm-up exam
for H.S. students
14 Geometric
calculations
15 Epitome of
redness
16 Follow-up to a
curtain opening
17 It pounds the
pavement
19 Request of a
barber

37 "Yeah, sure!”
38 Apple or pear,
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Edited by Will Shortz

63 List-ending
abbr
64
Flynn of
eg
Hollywood
39 A slang term for
this starts 1765 Broadway's
and 60-Across
“Sweeney___"
and 11- and
File's partner
28-Down
Cartoon
duck
40 San Antonio
player
41 Ending with pay
DOWN
42
______ ray
Indian prince
43 Physique
Historic periods
44 “I’m not signing"
Actor Gregory
of "To Kill a
46 Obsolete
Mockingbird"
48 Underlying
principle
Sherman_
_,
20 Welcomes at
Calif.
50 Bygone Eastern
the front door
rival
Pok) alternatives
21 Kick off
51 Opening
"Think"
23 Floor covering
necessity'-’
sloganeer
25 In limited supply
54 1987 Beatty
Big rig
26 Make sour
bomb
Babysitters,
31 Plots of land
59 Pizazz
typically
34 Meadow singers 60 Part of many a
By the book
garden center
35 Put off, as a
Metal coating
motion
62 Flames
Spot for doodles
Going__
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
(fighting)
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never have,” 1)ay said.
1).iy said it is not really a problem
when they pl.iy games .ivv.iy from
home.
“We have our notes from the ath
letic department,” l).iy said. “We
make up the wtirk or just get it done
and turn stuff in early or late or
whatever. All my teachers have been
really understanding.”
It will be a challenge for Day .is
her foot continues to recover and
she begins training again, but she

does, especially in track and soccer.
She is very strong, fit and her speed
IS one aspect that stands above the
rest.”
1).iy will be a senior when soccer
season returns in the fall, and she has
high hopes for the team to make it
into the NC'AA tournament after
failing to qualify last year.
“In the past, we’ve made it to the
first round of the NC'AA tourna
ment. Our goal is to make it past
that first round though because we
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doesn’t doubt that she will be able to
do it.
“We’ll see how everything goes,”
I ).iy said. “I think the main thing will
just be getting back into shape,
(ietting my cardio back up, and stuff
like that, so I'm not, like, sucking
wind. But, as far as my foot it shouldn’t
be a pmblem to play on it.”
When in season, I )ay doesn’t see
her schedule as intense. She works out
about two hours each day, five days a
week and describes herself as a quiet
person w-ho enjoys shopping and,
when she can, to “just chill and try- to
do nothing.”
“I’m always on the go so it’s nice to
just take a moment sometimes,” Day
said.
T he past few months have been
different for Day because her injury
has changed her daily routine. Before,
she would be up by 6:30 a.m., be at
practice by S a.m., work out and
attend classes in the afternoon and by
6 p.m., would begin to wind down
from the day.
“(Now) it’s almost harder for me
with school and stuff,” 1).ay said.
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“When 1 h.ive a schedule it’s e.isier to
stay on t.isk with those things, but
now I h.ive so much time. I procrasti
nate; don't get stuff done (as quickly).
It’s a lot harder to be motivated to do
Sturt because I have so much free
time. It’s weird.”
“She’s very humble,” Oozier saiil.
“She’s a stud basically. You’d h.ive no
idea if you were just to walk up and
meet her on the street. You wouldn’t
know w'hat she was capable of doing.
Her person.ility on the field as a com
petitor and her personalirv' off the
field is very quiet.”
She chose kinesiology- as a m.ijor
because she knew she wanted to do
something related to sports, but was
unsure of an exact focus.
“I’m really happy with that choice
1 made,” Day said. “I like the classes a
lot. It’s interesting learning about how
your body works and stuff like that.
It’s a big part of who I am.”
D.iy is unsure of her summer
plans, but says she will probably be
splitting time between San I.uis
Cfbispo and Costa Mesa for train
ing.
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continued from page 12
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Kaupp said. Cone says Kaupp is
perfect for his position overseeing
the program’s training because he
has experience working with
women’s teams and coaching at
San Diego State, in addition to his
time as a football player and intern
for C'al Boly.
Although his status as a former
C'al Boly student athlete didn’t
affect Cxme’s decision, it was an
exciting addition to Kaupp's out
standing coaching abilities.
“ I love It when the most quali
fied person is an alumni,” C'one
said. Kaupp agreed that being an
alumnus “is a definite plus,” and
after all of the hard wiirk he’s put
into his coaching career, his return
to C'al Boly has brought him full
circle.
“ It’s kind of neat coming back
home,” Kaupp said.
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Puzzla by Jim Hyr««

29 Old White
42 Halloween
52 Mishmash
House nickname
purchase
53 Noggin
30 Totaled, as a tab 43 Totally wasted
55 Bar mitzvah
32 Hosiery shade
45 Not just handed
dance
to
33 Destroy, as
56 What a gang
13 Call to a
classified
47 Romulus or
protects
basketball
documents
Remus
referee
57 Up until
36 Doozie
49 More or less,
18 “Sometimes you
58 Count (on)
slangily
39 Goldbrick
feel like __ ”
40 *
’nuff!"
51 Nimble-fingered 61 Lodge brother
22 Weight of a
container on a
scale
For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.20 a minute, or. with a
credit
card, 1-800-814-5554.
“Hop aboard"
Annual
subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
Singer John
crosswords from the last 50 years 1-888-7-ACROSS
Thomas of
Online subscriptions; Today's puzzle and more than 2.000
“That Girl”
past puzzles, nytimes com/crosswords ($34.95 a year)
28 Prototype circuit Share tips; nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young
device
solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords

CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

HOMES FOR SALE

RENTAL HOUSING

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Leasing Consultant needed at
de Tolosa Ranch Luxury Apartment
Homes Part time, great pay -f
commissions must be willing to
work weekends call or stop by
to apply (805) 543-7900

Day Camps Seek Summer Staff.
San Fernando and Conejo Valley
$2800-f
(888) 784-CAMP
www.workatcamp.com/slo

Free Lists of Homes for Sale
Condos. Mobile Homes &
Units in SLO & Local Areas
Alex Gough Adobe Realty
Broker cell (805) 748-5952
Toll Free (800) 827-1434

Foothill Hacienda Apts.
2 Bdrm/ 2bath 1/2 block to Poly
furnished for four people, cable,
HBO, high spd. internet incl.
Sept.-June (805) 748-6913

Dr. Drew @ the PAC!
“Alcohol & Sex: You have
Questions- He has Answers"
May 9th, 2006 @ 7 pm
Free Admission

College Garden Apts.
Renting for 2006-2007
Walk (min) to Cal Poly
Nice, Clean, Well Maint.
Lrg 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts.
Includes: Cable & Internet
Ldry Fac, Garages Avail.,
slorentals.com or 544-3952

LOST AND FOUND

Exotic Dancer Wanted M/F
$100 per hr ■♦- tips. No exp. req.
Part-time own hours C website:
highendentertainment.com
(888) 744-4436 Ask for Doug
Fence builder needed 473-2427
Web Programmer Wanted
(805) 7200171
Summer Internship
This summer are you looking to
challenge yourself, build your
resume, gain experience, travel,
and make good money (average
$8,000)? Then call Leslie with
the Southwestern Company at
805-252-8797.
LA Area Summer Camps
www.daycampjobs.com/slo

CUwsHlwl Ad« Watelto
www.mustangdaily.net

FUN - SUMMER CAMP JOBS
www.daycampJobs.com/slo
**T00 GOOD TO BE TRUE!!!**
Graduating soon? Want to make
GREAT money and stay in SLO?
Are you a real leader? Would you
like to work in a fun and energetic
environment? We are currently
seeking motivated individuals,
with or without sales experience.
No outside sales. Casual and
team oriented environment.
Two positions still available.
Flexible start date.
Call Ben (517) 410-0032

FOR SALE
Pillowtop mattress for sale.
Brand new in factory wrapper.
Warranty. $175. Can deliver.
Call (805)235-0940
Reptile/amphibian supplies for
sale. Very cheap! (408) 821-6253

Free list of all houses and
condos for sale in SLO.
Call Nelson Real Estate
546-1990 or email
steve@slohomes.com
Real Estate for sale
Farrell Smyth Real Estate
View listings on our interactive
website: www.farrellsmyth.com
(805) 543-2172

Looking for housing?
Call (805) 756-1143 or email
classifieds@mustangdaily.net

RENTAL HOUSING

TRAVEL

Nice, laid-back 2nd yr female
looking for shared room or own
room for '06 - ‘07 near Cal Poly or
bus stop to Cal Poly (~450 neg.)
Please call: (408) 821-6253
Off-campus rentals Farrell Smyth
property management
complete list on our website:
www.farrellsmyth.com
(805) 543-2636

CONTIKI !!
Looking for adventure.
But can't get your friends
to commit to travel? Want
to sleep in a REAL BED?
Contiki’s the answer!
Mention this ad and receive
a $25 exclusive voucher!
Call AAA Travel at 543-6454

LOST a Sandisk 256 mb usb pen
drive containing entire senior
project. If found please contact
Jeff Etchevery @ (661) 332-7661
$1000 REWARD for info on stolen
1999 silver Volvo S70 model
Contact: 431-2972
Missing 512 USB port w/ naruto
(anime) keychain. (619) 757-0407
LOST IPOD 20 Gbs w/ cracked
screen. REWARD (707) 235-0230
Lost Tiffany’s chain-linked ring
(714) 335-8939
Lost black faded zip-up jacket
with flower print. (408) 821-6253
Found white raincoat in UU
Contact: sawols@calpoly.edu
Lost and Found ads are FREE!

Sports editor: Frank Stnuizl* miLMau}idai\ysports(ii^nail(om
Assistant sports editor: C>hris Cîunn

Sports
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Sharon sees a better Day coming
After winning a national cham
pionship last year, Day decided
to sit out the 2006 track and
field season due to a foot injury

m

Kathrene TifTin

mà

M USTANii DAIIY

As the track season nears its end
with conference, regional and
national championships remaining,
Cal Poly will have to do without the
services of defending national highjump champion Sharon Day.
During finals week in December
2005, Day went for a free-run and
tripped over the curb. At first, she
thought her foot was just bruised,
but the next day she was barely able
to walk. The fall had fractured
metatarsals in her foot and forced
her to redshirt the 2006 track sea
son.
“1 thought, ‘there’s no way it
could be that serious,”’ Day said.
“I’ve never had an injury anywhere
near this before.”
Day broke the fifth metatarsal in
her foot and, due to the low blood
supply in that area, fractures heal
very slowly. Doctors told Day that
recovery would include four to six
weeks in a cast and two weeks in a
cam walker before she could begin
running and jogging. “But, it’s been
four months and 1 still can’t do more
than walk.” Day said. “It’s just heal
ing really slowly.”
Day is scheduled to have another
surgery this week to help speed up
the healing process. She doesn’t
think the surgery will interfere with
school, but she will have to be on
crutches tor a while.
“That’s the goal, to be ready for
soccer,” 1)a\ said.
Besides \\ inning a national cham
pionship m the high jump as a
sophomore with a leap of 6 feet 4
inches, D.iy doubles as one of the
top scorers on the women’s soccer
team.
In 2(K)3, D.iy was named Big West
Freshman of the Year. In 2(K)4, she
led the stxcer team in goals scored,
tied for fifth in Cal Poly history for
most goals scored in one season, was
named to the Big West All-
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Cal Poly soccer and track and field standout Sharon Day sports her national championship ring. Day won
the high jump at the 2005 NCAA Outdoor ('hampionships with a leap of 6 feet 4 inches.
C’onference first team and Soccer the women’s soccer team, in an e- quickly.”
Buzz Magazine’s All-West Kegion mail.
Day, the middle of three children,
third team.
“This was very unfortunate, but grew up in a very athletic family.
“It’d be great if she can play but if 1 know Sharon and she will work Her grandfather, mother, father and
older brother were all
she can’t play, she can’t,”
high-juinpers and her
women’s soccer coach
She
has
a
really
strong
work
younger sister will be
Alex
O ozier
said.
attending Washington
“Everyone’s body heals
ethic (and she’s) really
State in the fall on a
at a different rate.”
determined.
Every
time
I’ve
seen
high-jumping scholar
“Her foot injury was
her she’s in the weight room
ship.
definitely unexpected
“In seventh grade 1
because when it hap
when I’m in the weight room.
—
J
e
s
s
i
c
a
Eggleston
tried
it and 1 was good,
pened we didn’t think it
so I stuck with It.” Day
would come dowm to
team m ate
said. She occasionally
two surgeries and a few
months of rehab to get back to her hard to have a strong, quick recov- competes in the four-by-four and
normal self,”
wrote Heidi ery and she is Just one of those open four, but usually just the highMcQuitty, the senior captain on people that is able to recover jump.

&)ach Kaupp heads strength and conditioning
Amy DierdorfT
MUSTANO DAIIY

Former ('al Poly student and football
player John Kaupp now heads Cal Poly's
strength and conditioning program after
("hris Holder left the Mustangs for a job
with San Jose State this winter.
Kaupp, announced as the strength and
conditioning coach several months ago
by athletic director Alison Cone, looks
forward to coaching at his alma mater.
“He just brought the total package,”
said C'one of why she appointed Kaupp
to the position.
Kaupp’s duties include overseeing the
weight room and the conditioning of all
varsity athletes. He works with them on
every aspect of their training including
lifting, flexibility, running, technique and
mechanics.
“My goal is making the athletes better
in their sports,” said Kaupp, who is cer

tified through the Collegiate Strength
and Conditioning Coaches Association.
Kaupp spent the last two years as the
assistant strength and conditioning
coach for the San Diego State Aztecs,
working mostly with the football, softball and men’s and women’s basketball
teams.
“1 didn’t work with as many teams,”
said Kaupp of his position with the
Aztecs. “Now I have more scheduling
and administrative duties.”
At C'al Poly, Kaupp is now in charge
of all 20 intercollegiate sports teams.
“This is the first program where he’s
running the show,” said C'one.
Kaupp, a native of Soledad, C'alif.,
earned his undergraduate degree in
agricultural business at C'al Poly in 2003
after transferring from Hartnell C'ollege.
He was also a two-year letter winner
with C'al Poly’s football team.

During his time at Cal Poly, Kaupp
interned under former coach, Chris
Holder, the man whom he recently
replaced. Holder left to become the
strength and conditioning coach for the
football team at San Jose State.
“ I had a really good experience being
in the program.under him,” Kaupp said
o f Holder. “He did a great job here.”
After completing his internship,
Kaupp left Cal Poly to serve as a gradu
ate assistant strength and conditioning
coach at the University of Idaho, where
also completed his master’s degree in
recreation in December 2004.
Even as a former football player for
C'al Poly, Kaupp has no preference for
training one athlete over another, as long
as they work hard.
“ 1 give my all to anybody that comes
and gives me everything they’ve got,”
see Kaupp, page 11
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Basketball was her sport growing
up but she realized everyone els«'
around her was playing soccer. She
decided she might as well take up
that sport as wel'. She has been play
ing soccer since the age of nine and
doing track in a team setting since
seventh grade.
“She’s a natural-born athlete,”
track and field teammate Jessica
Eggleston said. “ Even with her
injury, she’s still weight lifting. She
has a really strong work ethic (and
she’s) really determined. Every time
I’ve seen her she’s in the weight
room when I’m in the weight
room.”
Day attended Costa Mesa High in
Costa Mesa and played soccer, track
and field and volleyball. She won
state in track her junior and senior
years and her soccer team tied for
the
California
Interscholastic
Federation title her senior year.
When she was accepted to Cal
Poly she was originally under a track
and field scholarship, but has since
received a soccer scholarship.
“Sometimes it’s a little crazy, but it
hasn’t been bad,” Day said of her
schedule while playing two sports.
“It’s a nice balance between school
and working out and stuff. I’ve
always been doing it my whole life
— balancing everything with school
and sports, so it’s not really that
much of a difference.”
Some people have described I )ay
as the best athlete at Ckil Poly.
“Her athletic abilities are phe
nomenal,” Oozier said. “To win a
national championship in an indi
vidual sport is quite a feat in and of
itself, and to do that and be one of
the leading scorers and outstanding
players on the soccer team com
bined with that, there’s not that
many people that can do that in two
sports in college,” C'rozier said.
“She’s very focused when she
competes.” track and field teammate
Kachel Valliere said. “(She) has her
goal in mind and is willing to work
to achieve the goal.”
In 2(Kl5 she was Big West and
national champion in high jump,
named to the Big West Allsee Day, page 11
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